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Like the song that ends with the melody lingering on
in our minds comes the termination of our college life,
leaving pleasant memories.
That the faculty and students of Eastern may have a
graphic reminder of their college activities to which, in
years to come, those represented may look back on familiar
faces and scenes—where lifelong friendships were created
and where their never'tO'be-forgotten college days were
spent—this book was conceived. If it should, to even a
small extent, serve these purposes, the effort will have
been well expended.
May those happy days return at each opening of this
"Milestone," and may the pleasant memories of Eastern
linger for years to come because of such a retrospect.
M
Always, since time began, youth has faced ahead. It is
in that spirit of progress that we have chosen the motion
picture as the theme of our Milestone. The romance of
tomorrow is in the things of today; it is in the ring of a
wagon wheel on a cold morning; it is in the harsh blast of
the factory whistle. We have only to look ahead and about
us, instead of behind.
The motion picture is a vital factor to many; we depend
upon it for amusement, education, and philosophy; its
ideas are our impressions. Through it we are given that
blessed power of the magic carpet and thus are enabled to
make acquaintance with the far corners of the earth. The
characters on the screen are our friends; we know them,
perhaps love them; they can creep within our very souls
and whisper to us alone. To this extent is the motion pic-
ture a fibre of our being.
A student's years in college resemble strongly the dura-
tion of a motion picture. There are athletic reels; there
are features; and of course there is comedy. But the drama
is there also, with its pathos and joy, its laughter and tears,
its love, hate, anger, and fear. Meanwhile, over it all, there
is the flicker, flicker of time's projector, the passing days
that are moments, the swiftly moving scenes, now flashing,
now fading . . . until the lights go on and we stand for a
moment dazed by the brilliance, before we make our wax-
up the aisle to the open door of the outside world.
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To a beautiful lady,
A nohle friend,
An earnest worker,
Who has builded well
For Eastern and her students-
MISS MARIE L. ROBERTS-
















Panorama of beauty, a landscape unfolding its scenery
from all sides; creative of gorgeous surroundings, studded
here and there in perfect outline—stately buildings . . .
etched into the almost forest covered verdant earth . . .
spread in fan-shaped circle ... a picture painted in minia-
ture, but the splendorous home of Eastern Kentucky State















Entering the campus via the Second Street en'
trance, one is greeted by a new drive, and, rolling
serenely on, one sees on the left Sullwan Hall, the
"House of Seven Gables," the home of approxi-
mately one hundred and seventy women students
bent on the everlasting quest of knowledge . . .
Further on, one passes another women's dor-
mitory, Burnam Hall. This newly-constructed
building, one of the most beautiful on the campus,
houses the cafeteria. Its broad veranda, with col-
umns reminiscent of Mt. Vernon, is continuously
crowded with hopeful youths . . .

After turning the bend in the road, one pauses
for a moment, then passes the Industrial Arts
Building, which is next to the seat of learning on
the campus, the John Grant Crabbe Library. Here
50,000 volumes draw students from every walk of
life to taste, even though briefly, the richness of
books . . .
Then one, in a state of awe, shifts his eyes to the
magnificence of our replica of an ancient Gree\
Amphitheatre, placed in a setting created by Nat'
ure herself. With the green turf about it and the
trees near it, it is a scene which touches the heart
of artist and layman alike . . .
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Directly behind the library is found the home of
Eastern's athletics, the Weaver Health Building.
Its columnar front makes it one of the outstanding
examples of Greek architecture in the South.
Housing all the facilities of a gymnast's "Valhalla,"
including a swimming pool, it lends itself to any
course its users may choose . . .
To the left is seen another athletic building, the
new Hanger Stadunn, with the latest design and
construction of any building on the campus.
Mighty men of the gridiron dwell beneath its tiers,
creating there a feeling of friendship and fellow-
ship which is unrivaled elsewhere on the campus of
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And now the oldest building of the group, the
seat of Old Central University, the University
Building, erected in 1874, is viewed. Its time'worn
walls are immortal to those who, learning the art
of expressing knowledge under critical supervision,
have taken their practice teaching within them . . .
With quickening pace, one passes Memorial
Hall, the men's aged dormitory, and makes a right
turn to Lancaster Avenue. The first building is
the Cammac\ Training School, the center of ele'
mentary education at Eastern. Within its portals,
college students are taught the rudiments of in-
structing the coming generations . . .
1°

Next is the Science Building, the home of mole'
cules, with atoms, running rampant through the
laboratories, controlled in lectures by scientists in
their fields. Here, marvels of science reveal to will-
ing minds the mysteries of this great world in
which we live . . .
And now, reaching the end of the tour, one be-
holds the Coates Administration Building. With
titillation one wanders through its stately halls and
gazes in awed admiration at the magnificence of
Hiram Brock Auditorium, which, beautifully dec-
orated and vast in expanse, will forever be a living
inspiration in the minds of those attendant. Then
passing the home of the President, one leaves













Katherine Morgan Eunice Winco
Secretary to Preside?!! Secretary to Dean of
Women
. P. McCoNNELL Bessie H. Griggs
Boo^eeper Information Cler\
Maye M. Walt; Mrs. Helen Perry














































N. G. Deniston Ruth Dix
B.M.T.. B.S., M.S. B.S.. M. A.
Industrial Arts Home Economics
Edith G. Ford Ashby B. Carter
B.C.S.. A.B.. A.M. B.S., M.A.
Commerce Agriculture
Mary King Burrier R. R. Richards
B.S., M.S. A.B.. M.B.A.
Home Economics Commerce
G. M. GuMBERT Anna D. Gill





















M sis. Emma Young Case Anna A. Schnieb
A.B., M.A. A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Dean of Women Education
Mrs. Julian Tync Melvin E. Mattox MAY C Hansen
B.S , M.A. B.S., M.A. B.S., M.A.
Education Registrar Education
Noel B. Cuff D . Thomas Ferrell









A.B. Allie Fowler Thomas Stone
Music B.S., MA. B. Mus.
Training School Art
Eleanor Mebane Jane Campbell
A.B., M.A. B. Mus. A.B., A.M.
Art Music
Music
Henri Schnabl James E. Van Peursem Mary C. Murphy
A.B. A.B., B. Mus. A.B., M.M.














































































Smith Park Emerson D. Jenkins
B.S.. M.S., Ph.D. A.B., M.A., Ph D.
Mathematics Mathematics
Lucile Derrick Fred A. Engle
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(Eastern Production)
Education, Drama, Romance
Dramatic, comic, romantic, and learned . . . thusly, we have described this Eastern
Production. Quality of story content plus worth of the featured names in the cast make
this story one of more than passing interest to the public.
After four years of direct production, the '"Senior Class' is being released upon the
world. The virtues of magnificent manhood and womanhood instilled in one swiftly
moving drama. The setting would be opportune at any locality in the Universe; there
is no beginning, no ending; Time is continuous. If one should listen closely, one could
hear the faraway ticking of a clock, as, with stately grace, the characters walk slowly
down the aisle. The clock . . . keeping time to the steady beating of triumphant hearts.
Then, no pathos, no heart rending sobs . . . just exaltation . . . not because of finished
production, but work, well done; work that has carried them to the doorway of Life,
shown them the goodness, the blessedness of living . . . that will carry them through the
infinite ages as a classic piece of literature. Knowledge is theirs, the Truth, the Way,





This plot revolves around an educational center
located in the heart of a vast country from which the
finer things in life transcend. The senior class of the
institution is presided over by George Martin, and
it is through him that much of the intrigue is en-
acted . . . Like a man who carries a spare tire on his
car the Seniors selected a Vice-President in case any-
thing should happen to their president, to serve in
this capacity. That master of the hardwood battle-
ground "Woody" Hinkle was elected. Shall we say
he has personality plus? . . . Gentlemen prefer blonds
and so does the class of '39. When Kitty Holcomb
was nominated, voted upon, and elected unanimous-
ly as secretary there was not a doubt in anyone's
mind as to her capability. Active in many campus
organisations Kitty has proven her merit ... In the
tedious task of treasures was placed Bill Macht, a
witty, likable individual who demonstrated that he
possessed the ability to fulfill his duties without












































































































































































Glee Club, Vice-Pres.; Phys.
Education Club, Vice-Pres.
Progress Staff
Frosh Basketball, Football, Track












































































































Henry Lee, A.B Helen Ruth Gardner, Alpha Mae Hopper. /
Camphellshurg B.S, A.B. (
Major—Commerce, Walton Corbin \
Geography Major—Home Economics Major—History
Sigma Tau Pi Home Economics Club Upper Cumberland Club
North Central Kentucky Y.W.C.A. Social Science Club
Club Glee Club
Milestone Staff Ushering Staff
Grace Champion, B.S. Martha Gray, B.S. Robert W. Mavity, B.S.
Salvisa Cynthiana Covington














































Harold Kelly, Clore A.B.
Burlington
Major—English; Little Theatre
Club; World Affairs Club; Alpha
Zeta Kappa, Pres.; Y.M.C.A.;
B.S.U. State Treasurer; Kappa
Delta Pi, Pres.: Alpha Psi Omega;
Northern Kentucky Club; Can-
terbury Club; "E" Club; Mile-
stone Business Mgr.; Progress
Editor; Debating; Social Science
Club; Sigma Tau Pi; State Ora-
torical Champion; Belle Lettres
Asc. Ed.; Vice-Pres. Jr. Class
46-
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H. A. Hughes, A.B. M\BEL E. Herren, B.S. Nell Jackson







Glee Club Science Club
Tennis Team Social Science Club Upper Cumberland Club
Caduceus Club Art Club Elementary Council
Basketball Dormitory Student Y.W.C.A.
Band Council
Elementary Council






Home Economics Sue Bennett College
Upper Cumberland Club Union College
Home Economics Club Elementary Council Upper Cumberland Club
Life Saving Y.W.C.A.
Off Campus Girls Club Art Club


















































































































































































































































































































































































































Big Sandy Valley Club
Canterbury Club
Upper Cumberland Club


















EULOGIA C. BONETA, B.S.







Arthur E. Lund, B.S.










































Vera Mae Williams, Charles J. Bentley, Walter L. Mavity, B.S.
B.S. B.S. Somerset
London Mount Olivet Major—Chemistry
Major—Mathematics Major—Chemistry President, Freshman Class
Vice-President,
Y.W.C.A. Caduceus Society Sophomore Class
Upper Cumberland Club Science Club Y.M.C.A., President
Library Staff Limestone Club Messiah: Glee Club
Thespian Club Science Club
Sue Bennett College Caduceus Club
Social Science Club Milestone Staff
Kappa Delta Pi
Heber Dana Tarter. E. V. Carrier, A.B. Mary Katherine




Education World Affairs Club
Glee Club Sigma Lambda
"E" Club Ushering Staff


































































































John Floyd Cosby. Elizabeth Collins, Margaret Craig. A. J. Limb. A.B.
B.S. A.B. A.B. Salt Lake City




Social Scence Club Little Theatre Club Sigma Tau Pi
Physical Education Social Science Club Physical Education
Club Club
Agriculture Club
Mrs. Dovie Delma Winkler John Gilbert. B.S. Mrs. Ida Master?
















The spirit of school life involves many instances of worth, and the directors of this
production have caught this spirit. They have injected it into this drama, making a
dream, worthy of highest critical aspect.
Action is imperative throughout this drama. The continuity of events, the magnifi-
cent scenes, the splendor of the settings, the knowledge of the ages make a wonderful
spectacle for the ever searching Eye of Man—the Eye that has delved into the Un-
known, ever seeking a higher standard of living. This Searching Eye is the cinema.
And the characters uphold the high ideals of the institution—the worthy institution, of
which they are vital moving members. The entire action is a reverie of their beliefs.
Tempo . . . crescendo . . . heralding trumpets . . . music . . . swing . . . tunes that
are symbolic of a nation swinging out of chaos . . . the beat of drums . . . moving feet
—
The Junior Prom. Shadow movements on the upward trend, hurdling toward the snow-
capped peaks, crossing them into the Valley of the Sapphire, to turn a blue transparent
variety, into solid gold—The "Junior Class."
66>
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Strains of a lyric tenor, the voice of Norbert
Rechtin, guiding the class on their momentous jour-
ney, aided by Russell Childs, Beulah Clark, and
Virginia Bohn—Alpinic guides, toiling with the




























SAMUEL BLACKARD J. EDGAR McCONNELL
Versailles Forks of Elkhorn
ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
Finchville
















































































































A geyser, magnificent in all its splendor, uncapped and flowing continuously, reach-
ing the heavens; supervened by tiny whirlpools and eddys around the edges, crystal
clear, luke-warm, a supplement to the spititfulness of a fuller more complete living.
The Production "Sophomore Class" is radiant of this theme, lending itself to the crea-
tion of a better, more Godly world. Truly a token of the ever-changing manly hope for
a greater livelihood, the directors are to be commended upon the splendidness of man-
ner in which they have handled a very delicate and tranquil subject. However, the
acme of great acting makes the production even more wonderful, a pantomime to be
followed by all posterity. Again we find the play built upon the age old search of young
people for knowledge. The plot is a sequence to the "First Year," a production of last
season, carrying on the high ideals endowed in the characters at that time and creating





Hiram Montgomery Brock, Jr. . . . even with such
a name as this the class of '39 decided that "Hunkey"
was the man to lead the group for the year. His
friendliness and ready wit gave him Eastern's okey
when he arrived, last year as a green freshman from
Harlan. To record the foolishness of their meetings.
Pearl Steveiison was chosen by the Sophs as secre-
tary. We certainly give them credit for this choice.
Nice going Pearl, we predict bigger things for you.
Not content to pick all of their officers from the
Kentucky crop, the Sophomores voted that Dick
Cantor, the blond Apollo from New Boston, Ohio,
was to be their Vice-President. Dick's smile may
have won this office for him as it has won his popu-
larity on the campus. Bill doesn't say much but
believe it, when any help is needed he will be in
there doing his part. That's the reason the class




WILLIAM MOORE PAUL ROBERTS
Richmond Manchester
JEAN YOUNG RUBY MOORE
Dayton Frankfort
FRANCES McCHORD LEOTA KELLEY
Maysville Harlan
EMMA BALLINGAL ALPHA COOKSEY
Mt. Olivet Cormshville
DALE MORGAN TEDDY GILBERT
Newport Pineville





































JOE KEETON CECIL KARRICK
Salyersville Richmond
MARY ELLA MIRACLE ANNA FORD KELLEY
Loyall Wallins Creek
MILDRED ESTES DENOLA TOLLIVER
Science Hill Hazard
BESSIE MAINOUS GENEVIEVE MARTIN
Conkling London
GEORGE \Y. DURR TILDEN STEPP
Harrodsburg Nangatuck
































FRED MAYS LEONARD STAFFORD
Mt. Sterling Covington
EMMA GOODPASTER doris McQueen
Owingsville Royrader
MEREDITH LOW'RV HESTER DARLING
Covington Rose Hill
AMNIE YOUNG CALLIE SIMMONS
Hindman Lancer
CHARLEY LEWIS JOSEPH GREENWELL
McWhorter Shelbyville


























DELBERT ESTES FAYE WINKLER
Science Hill Wace
EMMA STEVENS JOYCE COTTON
Alexandria Richmond
SARAH E. ARNOLD BEULAH GENTRY
Cynthiana Broms
ALENE DAILEY RUTH HAMMONDS
Mt. Vernon Richmond
WILLIAM HAGOOD CURTIS KINCER
Loyall Brodhead







































































Registration . . . Comedy, and yet possessive of a deeper hidden meaning—a tiny
bit of romance, beautiful, serenely so; wholly unconquerable, but well worth knowing
. . . trying to be some one else in a splendid effort at glamour, and failing, even after
long years of practice. Highly idealistic are the words that describe the "Freshman
Class," idealistic in the fact that they seem to be endlessly searching for the elements
left unwanted by their superiors . . . not in intellect, but in classification.
In this Drama, we find a multitude of people drawn together by one common cause
. . . people gathered from Nature's great storehouse . . . and with the shining light of
higher things beaming from the countenance of each and every one, setting out upon
untraveled roads in the sincere hope of finding the Golden Penny of Knowledge, and
in the end, success. Their trials and temptations are gathered in one magnificent drama
... a drama that will gain momentum with the years.
The pu;de of youth . . . problems . . . hopeful, vain . . . mild attempts at sincerity
. . . forceful comedy . . . scenic beauty . . . "Freshmen" . . .
n e
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The freshmen combined all the qualities of an
ideal campus man when they chose their president.
Bob Dickman. Personality and scholarship are mere-
ly two of his attributes. He proved himself a master
of the parallel-bars and the tumbling mat shortly
after he came to Eastern . . . Eastern's campus was
familiar stamping ground to Josephine Park, secre-
tary-treasurer of the class . . . Before entering the
college she was well known to all of us at Model
High School. A more efficient personality could not
have been found to fulfill this office. The vice-
president, James Hennessey, friendly fellow from the
northern end of the state . . . looks good on the grid-





HARRY T. BRYANT FRANK H. WILCOX
Eminence Newport
MARGARET EVANS ELIZABETH ARNOLD
Richmond Falmouth
AIRLIE FLETCHER RAVENELL HARRISON
Berea Vancehurg
ANNA LEE RATCLIFFE OPAL HANSHAW
Appalachia, Va. Greenup
T. J. ANDERSON ELLA BISHOP
Shawhan Falmouth




william McMillan MINNIE LEE WOOD
Finchville Maysville
MARY KENNEY FAY ASBURY
Independence Kenvir
PAULINE JASPER GARNET DARNELL
Somerset Greenup
JOSEPHINE C. PARK BARBARA S. GARRIOTT
Richmond Ann Arbor
RUBY MAE WILSON ROBERT DICKMAN
Falmouth Covington






























WICKLIFFE HAHN FRANCES LITTLE
Richmond Southgate






KATHERINE BAGGS LILLIE MARIE WREN
Portsmouth, Ohio Paint Lick
VIRGINIA MARZ CLYDE LEWIS
Dayton Newport






























GIL TAYLOR Walter McMillan
Ft. Thomas Finchville
LILLIAN WILLIAMS CAROLYN J. STIDHAM
Paintsville Beattyville
ETHEL SALYER ANNA MAE BENTLE
Salycrsville Falmouth
BETTY STURM HELEN ROZAN
Bellevue Maysville
IONA CREECH JAMES STANFIELD
Harlan Dayton




DONOVAN COOPER SUE TOADVINE
Portsmouth, Ohio Cynthiana
CATHERINE CURTIS HELEN ANTHONY
Mt. Sterling Nashville, Tcnn.
CARRIE F. JAYNE JEAN MEADOR
Flat Gap Louisville
EVY LEE EAST CONSTANCE SALISBURY
Mill Springs Hunter
ANN F. OSBORNE JOE KENDALL ALLEN
Martin Printer

































Major Charles W. Gallaher, F. A.
Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain William W. Ford, F. A.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain Eugene M. Link, F. A.
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Tech. Sgt. Ezra Bentley, F. A.
J st Sergeant of Detachment
St. Sgt. William P. Winslade, F. A.
Personnel Sergeant Major and Assistant Instructor
Private 1st Class Zeb. A. Wilson, F. A.
Private 1st Class Cecil L. Williams, F. A.
Private 1st Class Roy C. Vernon, F. A.
Private 1st Class Daniel C. Thomas, F. A. Clerk
Private 1st Class Charlie Davis, F. A.
99
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Master Sergeant Heman W. Fulkerson
Battalion Commander
Tech. Sgt. Charles L. Stafford
Battalion Executive
1st Sgt. Leslie G. Roth
C. O. Battery A.
1st Sgt. Wallace G. Forbes
C. O. Battery B.
St. Sgt. Ralph B. Pendery
Battalion Adjutant
Marshall Arbuckle
Highest Standing Second Class Gunner















Snodgrass, John E Left Guide, Battery "A"
Wilcox, Frank H., Jr Left Guide, Battery "B"
Hagood, William J J^atwnal Color Bearer
Stayton, James E Right Guide, Battery "A"
Brock, Hiram, Jr Right Guide, Battery "B"




















Edwards, Frank W. (Guidon)
McClanahan, John B.
Short, Denham



























I often wonder, Beauty, were you brushed by
Venus' wing,
Or, perhaps while you were sleeping you heard the
mermaids sing,
Heard them tell the secrets of sleeping beauty's
love,
Or, did you loo\, while dreaming, through beauty's
golden door]
Did blue and brown or other sprite sha\e star-
dust in your eyes,
The wild swan gwe your voice the song it sings
before it dies—
A fairy artist came, I \now, and plied his magic
brush,
To touch your throat with ivory, your chee\ with
rose's blush—
Did Cupid place his bow upon your lips of crimson
hue,
A dye that beauty's elves distilled from drops of
sunset dew?
Arachne must have spun your hair that it might
wave and cling.
























Betsy Anderson Most Original Robert Mavity
Katherine Campbell Friendliest Harry Hatler
Dora Boneta Most Popular Paul DeMoisey
Louise Kendall Cutest Austin Harrod
Kathryn Miracle Neatest Jack Hughes
Helen Gardiner _ Optimist ....Morris Creech
Betty Hanger Pessimist Gano Caywood
Kate Padgett Man Hater—Woman Hater W. O. King
Margaret Neale Most Brilliant Kelly Clore
Martha Gray _ Best Athlete Art "Red" Lund
Julia Williams Best Dancer Tommy Scott
Nancy Covington Most Attractive Woodrow Hinkle
Barbara Congleton Most Carefree Eugene Todd
Mary Louise Weaver Most Collegiate Paul McGinnis
Velma Samuels Venus—Apollo Bud Limb
Mary K. Ingles..... Biggest Bluffer Joe Gilly
Mary Dorris Best Musician Gordon Nash
Jane O. Hendren Best Disposition Jay Brinton
Naomi Goble Quietest Don Hignite
Nell Ogden Wittiest Bill Macht
Pauline Clark Most Sophisticated Walter Mavity
Leo Moss Most Talkative Layton Howerton
Susan Gragg Most Melancholy Jack McCord
Helen Howell Laziest _ Bill Stewart
Marguerite Wyrick Most Stylish Rickman Powers
La Verne Doolin Most Bashful George Martin
Nancy Lohn Most Willing Worker Joe Hedges
Kitty Holcomb Best All-round Person ....Ed Hesser


































To Thomas Edward McDonough, we dedicate this section of the 1937 Milestone.
To him, more than to any other person or factor, belongs the credit and distinction
of giving impetus to the trend of athletic supremecy that Eastern is rapidly attaining.
Since coming to the college more than nine years ago, Mr. McDonough has been a
constant friend, advisor, coach, and, above all, an inspiration to countless athletes that
have worn the Maroon and White.
Outstanding in his field and recognized as a physical educator of the first order,
McDonough has often been the recipient of honorary offices in the various professional
organizations of which he is a member. Recently he was given the post of President by
the Southern Physical Education Association while he also holds a similar position in
the Kentucky Health and Physical Education Association.
Perhaps no higher tribute could be payed Mr. McDonough than to say that he knows
his job and does it well.
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Left to Right—Bottom Row: Farns, Gabbard, Cummins, Bressler, Johnson, Jenkins. Hagood,
Douglas, Lemich, and McConnell.
Middle Row, 1 : Canter, trainer; Caldwell, Davis, Lydey, Tarter, Everling, Feinstein, Collins, Lacey,
Wallace, Byar, and Ramsey, manager.
Bac\ Row: Coach Rankin, O. King, Hill, Limb, Bnnton, Lund, Hatton, Fulkerson, Yeager, R.
King, Maxwell, Killen, Mavity, and Coach Samuels.











Eastern loses eight of its past season grid stars and with these players passes some of the finest
football ability that the college has ever possessed.
Arthur Lund came to Eastern two years ago from a junior college in Salt Lake City, Utah, and
has been an outstanding figure both on the gridiron and on the campus. His superb passing ability
coupled with his all round athletic ability on the field won for him a position on the past year's
All State football eleven.
Along with Lund came Jay Brinton and James Limb who also call the Mormon country their
home. Brinton, a tackle, and Limb, an end, were two very fine reasons why Coach Samuels' line
functioned so well all season.
Heber Tarter and Bob Mavity were Eastern's regular fullbacks for the past three years, with
Tarter being especially adapted to offensive line smashing while Mavity stood out as a defensive
star and a blocking back. Both boys will be sorely missed from their positions next season as will
Overton King, regular tackle, from Clifton Forge, Va., and Alexander Wallace, a shifty halfback,
that came to Eastern along with Coach Rankin two years ago. Wilson Gabbard, a guard, is the









Jenkins Davis Hacood Lacey Cummins
Eastern, starting it's second year under the tutelage of Coaches Rome Rankin and
Tom Samuels, became the outstanding aggregation in the state last season, compiling a
record of seven wins against two losses, the Maroons broke record after record in their
tireless effort to give Eastern the finest gridiron machine that she has ever had. Inspira
tional, of course, was the presence of the magnificent, new Hanger stadium together
with the dynamic leadership of Coaches Rankin and Samuels.
Playing the first pair of games with small college elevens in order to give the Eastern
mentors a slant on their seasons prospects the Maroons quickly justified all pre-season
expectations by soundly thrashing the two adversaries in top-heavy scores. During these
games, approximately thirty wearers of the Maroon and White were given an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate their prowess as gndmen. During these trials the work of sopho-
mores Yeager, Hill, Davis, and Lydey, stood out, while the veterans, led by Killer.,
Caldwell, Roy King, Everling, Lacey, Tarter, and O. King, also revealed that the club
would be strong.
The record breaking Maroons, traveling next to the Hoosier state of Indiana to en-
gage the highly touted Franklin College eleven, broke their first record when for the
first time in the history of Eastern football, the Rankin men won an out-of-state game
by a 7-0 count. A lateral pass, Caldwell to Hatton to Davis, turned the trick and
although the Maroons threatened on numerous other occasions the giant forward wall
of Franklin's stopped further scoring.
Farris Caldwell McConnell Maxwell R. King
Lydey Dou<;l.> Feinstein
Returning home for the annual Home-coming game—this year with the University
of Louisville,— the Maroons trounced the cardinals by a 9-6 score in the thrilling game
that had the 3,000 spectators, that turned out to see Governor Chandler dedicate the
Hanger Stadium and to participate in the Home-coming festivities, holding onto their
seats throughout.
With Johnny Killen, Art Lund, Roy King, and Woodrow Lydey leading the way,
the Maroons broke the 14 year old hold that Georgetown College had exercised over
the Eastern team when they turned back the Tigers by a 6-2 tally in a game that packed
all the thrills that any football game could have. A perfectly timed pass play from Art
"Red" Lund, whose work this year brought him All-State honors, to Bob Hatton gave
Eastern her margin of victory.
Riding the crest of a five game winning streak, the Maroons met with disaster when
a fighting bank of Morehead College Eagles completely surprised the Rankinmen and
took a 18-7 victory back to their native haunt together with the now established "Hawg
Rifle" trophy. Returning to the good graces of the public the next week by trouncing
the Transylvania Pioneers 13-6 and breaking a 16 year jinx, the Maroons set themselves
for the acid test of their entire schedule—the annual Western game.
Great offensive work by Art Lund together with some defensive playing by Hagood,
Fulkerson, McConnell, Limb, Mavity, and Lacey gave the Hilltoppers of Western a
terrific scare with the men of Western finally beating out a 7-0 win but definitely
shaking the long supremacy held by the down-staters in football circles.
Again Lund took charge of the offensive progress of the Maroons in the Union game
and aided by a staunch sophomore line, the Maroons eked out a much deserved and
long awaited victory. Thus closed the 1936 chapter in the football annals of the college
with this year's notations being the brightest and most successful that has ever been
produced since that history began.
Ramsey-C. Collins Everling Hill Killen Fulkerson





Eastern ends a long run A touchdown He kicks the point It's good . . . 7'()
,m GRAPHIC % I W OF
THE MitROONi
1936 RECORD 1937 SCHEDULE
Eastern 39 Mars Hill Sept- 25--Tenn. Polytechnic Here
Eastern 34 Holbrook Oct. 2 -Franklin Here
Eastern 7 Franklin Oct. s -Transylvania Here
Eastern 9 Louisville 6 Oct. 15--Open
Eastern 6 Georgetown 2 Oct. 22--Georgetown Here
Eastern 7 Morehead 18 Oct. 30--Morehead There
Eastern Western 7 Nov. 6-—Western There
Eastern 12 Union 6 Nov. 12--Union (Homecoming) Here





Bottom Row: Hord, Sloan, Locknane, Craig, Rankin, Rego, and Hopkins.
Middle Row: Coach Hembree, Weaver, Meyers, Lewis, Rouse, Cornett, Horn, Allen, and Nunley,
manager.
Bac\ Row: Hennessey, Noll, Yelton, Kelly, Herndon, Caldwell, Susie, Spaulding, and Coach
BABY M/tROOM§ - 1936
To the Freshman team of 1936 belongs a lion's share of the credit for the fine show-
ing that the Varsity made last season. Little is known of the frosh squad by the average
sports fan, although the yearlings report daily for the sole purpose of keeping the varsity
in shape with no reward offered other than the satisfaction of playing the game.
Coach Charles Hughes Coach George Hembree
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Left to Right—Front Row: DeMoisey, Hinkle, King, Rankin, Voshell, Scott.
Back_ Row: Coach Rankin, Ramsey, manager; Blevins, Fritts, Hatton, Fulkerson, Canter, trainer;
T. E. McDonough, director of athletics.
THE VAHMTV M/%ROOM9
With a highly seasoned and talented basketball team reporting to him this year,
Coach Rankin gave to Eastern another fine court squad that justified all pre-season
expectations. The Maroons, by winning ten tilts while dropping only four in state com.'
petition, finished third in the K.I.A.C. race- Injuries helped to keep down the record
—
Roy King, outstanding guard. Captain Paul DeMoisey, and Otwell Rankin were all
victims of injuries during the season while the loss of Coach Rankin during the latter
part of the season, due to illness, also hampered the Maroons.
Going to the S.I.A.A. tourney as a Kentucky representative the team played with-
out the guidance of both Captain DeMoisey and Coach Rankin, who underwent an
appendectomy shortly before the meet.
THE 1936-37 RECORD















































Eastern 39 Georgetown 26 (S.IA.A.)
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THE iEMORi
Captain Paul Barry DeMoisey—sterling leader of a gallant team—the pepper box
of the team. "Noisey" will be sorely missed both from the basketball court and the
campus when he takes his leave this year. Was deprived the honor of leading his team
in the K.I.A.C. and S.I.A.A. tournaments due to an arm injury sustained late in the
regular season. Cocky, daring, a fighter, Paul has the stuff that it takes to get along.
Woodrow Hinkle—the most outstanding forward to grace the hardwoods of
Eastern in many years. Quite, unassuming, steady, "Woodie" is one of the best liked
members of the team. A great offensive star, Hinkle, was twice named for All-State
honors.
Thomas Scott—scrappy, speedy, smart, Tommy teamed with Hinkle for the past
two years at a forward berth to form a perfectly balanced pair. Great passer and floor
man. A "money player" who plays best when the going gets the toughest.
Heman Fulkerson—hard working, conscientious, shy. "Piney" showed ability as
a tip off man and as a defensive player. Fine team player, with plenty of that winning
spirit. Gave up honorary trip to the Nation's capitol just to maintain good team work.
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Les Yoshell, Forward Otwell Rankin, Guard John Blevins, Guard
Leslie Voshell, sophomore, showed great promise of developing into a great for-
ward, acting as an understudy to Hinkle most of the season. Roy King, junior, was the
backbone of the Maroon offense practically all season. A great competitor and a player
that plays the game because he likes it. Bob Hatton, junior, was a valuable addition to
the Maroon team coming to Eastern as a junior college man. Played center and guard.
Ray Fritts, junior, was a second junior college man that materially aided the Rankin-
men to numerous victories. A hard fighter and a willing worker. Otwell Rankin,
junior, impressed with his sterling defensive work and consistent goal shooting, played
a guard position with a brilliance that will land him a regular post next year. John
Blevins, junior, completed the triumvirate of junior college men that fit into the pic-
ture at Eastern so perfectly this year. An amaang goal shot.
Roy King, Guard Ray Fritts, Center Bob Hatton, Center
Left to Right
—
Front Row: Davidson, Slone, Craig, McWhorter, Bryant, and Noll.
Bac\ Roiv: Rankin, manager; Nelson, Wagers, Noland, Caldwell, McMillan, Kalb, and Coach
Turkey Hughes.
IK %IK^1 M^ROOMS 1956-1957
This year, Coach Hughes had assembled one of the finest freshman teams that has
ever attended Eastern. Bowling over all sorts of competition by very one-sided scores
the Baby Maroons compiled an outstanding record-
Coach Hughes' starting lineup usually consisted of Virgil McWhorter, a sharp-
shooter from Hazel Green, and Harry Bryant, former Cropper flash, at the forward
berths; Woodrow Noll, elongated Crescent Springs representative, at the pivot; Frank
Sloan, former all-state high school at Inez, and Rudy Craig, a brilliant basketeer from
Butler, at the guard posts.
1936-37 RECORD
Eastern 62 Stanford 6
Eastern 32 Transy 22
Eastern 35 Wesleyan 28
Eastern 44 Centre 23
Eastern 39 Georgetown 28
Eastern 41 Berea 23
Eastern 38 Berea 22
Eastern 48 Wesleyan 31
Eastern 43 Georgetown L6
Eastern 37 Centre 8
Eastern 34 U. of K. 37






Left to Right—Bottom Roil': Bryant, L. King, Settle, Parks, Short.
Middle Rou': Slone, Yeager, R. King, Music, Hinkle, Lund.
Back. Row: Canter, trainer; Ward, Safriet, Coach Hembree, Caldwell, and Ramsey, manager.
Itl^lltlll 4»«M *»
DIAMOND DUST
Behind the marvelous pitching of Charles Bryant, who during three years of college
baseball competition lost only one game (his last one), the Eastern Maroons of 1936
won six of their ten games. Scoring victories over the University of Indiana, Lincoln
Memorial University, Western, Louisville, and Morehead, the Maroons kept their
reputation of being the best college baseball team in Kentucky for the fifth consecutive
year. Aided by a hard hitting and brilliant fielding outfield combine of Captain Ray
Settle, Paul DeMoisey, and Leslie Voshell, the Maroons were a constant threat to any
team they met. The infield consisted of Ward at third, Lester King at short, Preston
Short on the keystone sack, and Woodrow Hinkle at first. Charles Bryant, aided by
freshmen Yeager and Rice, took care of the hurling while Jim Caldwell and Dick
Greenwell served as maskmen.
1936 RECORD
Eastern 7 Indiana 5
Eastern 6 Indiana 10
Eastern 9 Louisville 8
Eastern 8 Lincoln Mem. 3
Eastern 12 Lincoln Mem. 3
Eastern 3 Morehead 2
Eastern 4 Morehead 4
Eastern 5 Western
Eastern 3 Louisville 5
Eastern 4 Western 4
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TRACK. ,%]%!»
The largest track squad ever at Eastern reported this year. The "fleet-footers"
trained and worked faithfully and did themselves no disgrace. They finished third in
the State meet which was quite remarkable considering that the other schools have
specialized in track more extensively than Eastern. In a few years Eastern's track and
field team will he among the best.






Coach Ed Hesser's swimmers show promise of developing into a better team than
the one which finished third in the state meet held here last year. After dropping close
contests to the University of Kentucky and Morehead, the Maroon aquatic specialists
won their first meet of the year from Berea. The Eastern fans hold high hopes for their
favorites in the meets which are to come after the writing of this article.
WMI9 %*I
Although Eastern had probably the smallest team in stature in the state, she probably
had the most fighting team. The team average was about 5' 4" and this is no height in
the tennis world- This team never gave up, but stayed with the best until the final
stroke. Eastern had a much better team than the comparative scores indicate as the
games of every match they lost were close and hard fought.
GO %*
Eastern can boast of having a champion, Garrard Rawling, Harlan, Eastern's No. 1
man, won the Kentucky Intercollegiate Golf Championship and proved himself to be
one of the best amateurs in the state. This team, too, was better than the scores indi-
cate and fought hard for every match even though they did lose several matches.
MMX«AM*JKA1_S
JACKSON COUNTY BASKETBALL TEAM
RED CROSS LIFE SAVING
















































































































































The Baptist Student Union was organized on Eastern's Campus in 1928, and has
been in operation continuously since that time. The work has been under the direction
of a student worker supported by the denomination since 1932, and for the past four
years has been declared First Magnitude according to the standards of the Southern
Baptist Department of Student Work. The executive council is composed of the heads
of the various unit organizations of the Baptist Student Union with the pastor of the
local church, a faculty adviser, and the student worker. The purpose of the union is to
serve as a connecting link for the students between the college and the church. Mem-






















Dr. C. L. Breland

















































The Dormitory Student Council is an organisation that acts more or less as a unit
of student government. It is composed of women living in Burnam Hall and Sullivan
Hall and has as its purpose the promoting of good will among the women who live in
the two dormitories.
The members of the council are appointed by the Dean of Women at the beginning
of the school year. They are women who are interested in their work and accept no
salary for what they do. Their chief interest is to assist the women residents in making







































































Mary C. Hansen Spcmsor
Mrs. Julian Tyng Sponsor
Cecil Abney Henry Corum Curtis Kincer Virginia Sanders
Laura Arnold Nannie Lou Cox Nancy King Juanita Schindler
Sarah Arnold Hester Darling Grace Kincaid Peggy Schneider
Elizabeth Ammerman Edith Elliot Lctty Langdon Regina Senter
Virginia Baber Evelyn Elliot Edith Le Masters Irene Shelley
Emma Ballingal Lida Eversole Meredith Lowry Callie Simmons
Ruth Borhe Oscar Fain Cora Lutes Mary Lilyan Smith
Mattie Barnhill Beulah Gentry Sylvia McCulley Thelma Sparks
Jessie Benton Feme Gibson Jessie McPherron Nannie Spurlock
Neatrice Birt Teddy Gilbert Ruth Malloy Roxie Stephens
Corola Berlepp Mary Gould Carl Marcum Emily Stevens
Floy Bond Lillian Greer Genevieve Mortin (Catherine Stewart
Vida Bond Edith Haddix Mousie May Nell Jack Stewart
Zola Bond Corlos Hall Jean Meador Mrs. Naomi Stith
Delma Brandenburg Stella Hall ^ta Lee Mitchell Virginia Stith
Verda Brandenburg Ada Hedland Pauline Moore Lenme Strong






Stella Fay Brewer K.ttv Holcomb Dale Morgan
Ernest Thomas
r> 1 i d i \i 7 " i tt i i cdra Morgan Ooida 1 hornsburyBeulah Brock Wanda Holcomb Leo Moss Alice Lee Todd
Mary Mae Brock Thelma Huber j w . Mull.kins Dc Nola Tolliver
Virginia Burgess Faumce Hubble Marzella Northcutt Elizabeth TraPP
Ethel Cotes Hasel Johnson Kate Padgett Jennie Vaught
Fannie Catlett Elaine Jones Daisy Pieratt Mary Louise Weaver
Grace Champion Ada Juett Olive Phillips Bonnie Wesley
Vernon Clark Doak J. Keen J. G. Ransdell Goldie Wilson
Ruth Combs Joe Keeton Clyde Rodgers Bessie Wright
Susan Conley Vergie Kelly Margaret Ross Eloise Young
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Lula Shearer Club Reporter
Ruth Dix . Sponsor
Fay Eva Asbury Christine Farris Emma Issac Mildred Neely
Ona Asbury Lela Feltner Bernice Jones Virginia Peed
Mayme Francis Bales Edith Gabbard Zula Karnck Josephine Pence
Edith Broyles Helen Gardiner Ruby Keaton Ethd Sa iyer
Neva Gayle Bush Martha Gray Lorraine Lamb cu elu sh
'
„n„
Elizabeth Campbell Naomi Gntton £duh Le Mast£rs
Sh da S annon
Letha Clark Edith Hensley £mma ^ , Lula Shearer
Pauline Clark Edna Hill ' Pearl Stephenson
Evelyn Conrad Mildred Hoe »™u\ 1 Nina Stinnette
Odelle Cook Gertrude Hohn Kuth Lyn ^ h




Mary Eleanor Denny Nancy Hubbard Ann Margittay Nornne Wasson
Christine Duckwall Millie Hughes Priscilla Merenbloon Vera Wilburn































































Elizabeth Ammerman Harry Hatler James Neal
Betsy Anderson Pearl Hayes James Rodgers
Isahell Bennett Carmel Jett Juanita Schindler
Hiram Brock Gertrude Johnson Helen Schorle
Harry Bryant Mary K. Kalb Callia Simmons
Elizabeth Campbell Meredith Lowry Earnest Thomas
Katheryn Campbell Frances Mason Lona Turner
Mary Eleanor Denny Fred Mayes Mrs. Guy Whitehead
Mildred Estes Leo Moss Ennlee Wiggins
Mary Floyd Lillian Wilson
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Naomi Margaret Kalb President
Herschel Owens Vice-President
Willis Throckmorton Sec.-Treas.











































Paul McGinnis Stage Manager
Charles Warner Business Manager
Russell Childs Sergeant-at-Arms





















































































































































































































































































































Members of The Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association
EDITORIAL STAFF
Morris Creech '37 First Semester Editor
Kelly Clore '37 Co-Editor
Ralph Maurer '38 Co-Editor
Charles Warner '38 News Editor
Raymond Stivers '38 Sport Editor
Agnes Edmunds '38 Feature Editor
Mildred Ahrams '38 Society Editor
W. L. Keene Faculty Sponsor
Mildred Swetnam "37 Secretary to Editors
BUSINESS STAFF
Allen McManis '37 Business Manager
Vernon Davis '37 Advertising Manager
Billy Adams '40 Assistant Advertising Manager
CIRCULATION STAFF
Chester Durham "38 Circulation Manager
J. D. Tolbert '38 Exchange Editor
REPORTORIAL STAFF
Paul McGmms '37 Ada Dougherty '39
Jack Hughes '37 Harold Johnson "39
Tack McCord "37 Wilson Ashby "39
Carmel Jett '38 Clifford Pittman '39
lames Neale "38 Mildred Coley '40
John Edgar McConnell '38 Orville Byrne '40
Estile Swan '38 Durward Salisbury '40
Heman Fulkerson '38 Jean Meador '39
Eddie Eicher '39
PROGRESS PLATFORM
A weekly school publication.
A greater number of participants in extra-curricular activities.
A more active alumni association.













R. R. Richards - Sponsor
Dr. W. Moore Sponsor
Mildred Abrams Mary K. Farris Kathryn McNutt Rickman Powers
Elizabeth Arnold Heman Fulkerson Anne Margittay Otwell Rankin
Oral Baker Woodrow Hinkle Ralph Maurer Norbert Rechtin
Russell Childs Layton Howerton Pauline Moore Elizabeth Robertson
Dorothy Chipman Henry Lee Charles Neale Bertel Sparks
Ada Dougherty Evelyn Long Gay Owens Rebekah Vallandingham
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Charles A. Keith Sponsor
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WORLD %l %I1C«* CLUB
Mr. Adams Mary Gould
Betsy Anderson Lillian Greer
Mrs. Barnhill Betty Hanger
Sam Bcckley Austin Harrod
Mr. Burns Don Louis Hignite
Nell Burton Garrett Howard
E. V. Carrier Helen Howell
Mrs. Case Layton Howerton
Gano Caywood J. B. Judy
Kelly Clore Dr. Kennamer
Dorothy Crews Tom Little
Dr. Donovan Nancy Lohn

















V. M. C. A.




Harold Barlow Garrett Howard
Richard Brown James Judy
C. E. Brumbaeh Allen McManis
Kelly Clore Herschel Owens
Chester Durham Otwell Rankin
Harold Dunn Joe Shearer
Robert Fanning Virgil Taylor
Moss Flannery Ernest Thomas
Hcnian Fulkerson Ruford Tipton




v. w. «:. a.




Eloise Bals Helen Gardiner
Mary Agnes Bohn Nancy Lohn
Elizabeth Campbell Meredith Lowry
Kathryn Campbell Garnet McGinnis
Grace Champion Juanita Schindlcr
The Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. of Eastern, in striving to serve the needs of the stu-




To lead young people to faith in God through Jesus Christ.
2. To promote growth in faith and character of young people, especially through
prayer and study of the Bible.
3. To provide an opportunity for greater Christian fellowship.
4- To create a friendlier attitude among the younger people on our campus in




And when the stream,
Which overflowed the soul was passed away,
A consciousness remained that it had left,
Deposited upon the silent shore
Of memory, images, and precious thoughts
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DEPARTMENT
Come in and chat or spat
O'er a coke STORES
'Tis no joke
Get the best Smart Styles
For a bit less
At the GLYNDON DRUG STORE. 24 Hours from Broadwav
You'll come back for more.
Cut prices on cosmetics We Welcome The














Coffee Shop & Rathskeller
The First Floor Insurance Agency
Bring Tour Friends to Dine and Dance
Dinners, Sandwiches, and Drmks
McKee Building
Of All Kinds Richmond, Kentucky
Mrs. Henry Cosby, Proprietress Phone 1S6













BOGGS "Gifts that Last"





Everything New and Modern
Complimerits of
See Us for a Permanent Dixie Dry Cleaners
MRS. D. L. MOODY, Mgr. Beauty Shop HATS BLOCKED
Pressing While Ton Wait
Phone 416 Cleaning of all Types
Phone 7
THE COLLEGE
Compliments of BOOK STORE
CORNETT'S Owned and Operated by
DRUG STORE the Institution
East Main Street BOOKS, STATIONERY
SHEAFFER FOUNTAIN PENS
Riehmond, Kentucky OFFICIAL EMBLEM JEWELRY
Phone 19 Special Orders Made for Students












Known For Better Values
Compliments of
Johnson Motor Car Company
CHRYSLER and PLYMOUTH










5 6? 10c STORE
Owen Mc Kee
QUALITY MERCHANDISE







By the Wa\ it's Made
Phone 420 Richmond, Kentucky
n e s
Rice 6? Arnold Co.
Ineorporatsd
Join Tour Student Friends
Clothing Specialists
Shoes, Hats and Men's Furnishings
AT THE




Enjoy Its P!easmg Hospitality Full Line of Good Things for
Lunches and Parties
and Service
Restaurant and Soda Fountain




















Eastern Hotel DODGE 6? PLYMOUTH
A. A. A.
A Good Place to Bring Tour Friends Guaranteed Used Cars
and Relatives





Perry's Drug Store THE POSTOFFICE IS NEXT DOOR




Richmond's Leading Department Store
of
Nationally Advertised Lines
STOCKTON FOR MEN FOR WOMEN
6s? SON Hyde Park Parkmoore Coats
Griffon Wayne-Maid
Clothes Dresses
Kodaks, Drugs, Arrow Shirts Admiration
Grayco Ties Hosiery




Complete Dry Goods Department









Branch Office A. A. A.
The Home Fol\s Know
T. H. Collins, Manager
GLYNDON NEWS STAND
In the Lobbx at Tour Service
River s Shoe Service
Expert Repair Service at Reasonable
Prices
All Wo/l( Guaranteed
?\£ext Door to Woods' Motor Co.






Everything J\[ew and Modern
Phone 628
Mrs. Carl Cotton C. E. May
MANAGERS
Compliments of
H. W. NOLAND B loom fie Id's
COAL 228 Main Street
FEED
SEED
Building Material Robinson 6? Turley
ACME PAINT









MADISON GROCERY Denny Insurance
COMPANY Company
WHOLESALE GROCERIES 216 West Main Street
"We Sell Today Richmond, Kentucky
To Sell Tomorrow"
We Carry Stock of Staple
STUDENTS VISIT




Richmond, Kentucky Candy and Sandwiches
(We welcome an Opportunity to
Service "Your Can)
WE TRY—We \now n
WE SUCCEED—Ton \now it
We try to have the things our friends
want, when they want them. "Try at
Compliments of
Sanifer's first" has come to be a byword
in Richmond and it reflects the confi-
J. J. NEWBERRY
dence our friends have in the good taste.
"
the good style and the Hi-Q(uality) oi COMPANY
our apparel.
"Better, Because They're Built Quality Merchandise
That Way"
at
MEN'S WEAR, WOMEN'S SHOES
STANIFER'S
Economy Prices
"Just a Step Ahead in Style"



























OINCE the beauty of an annual depends largely upon
the quality of the photographs used, the Milestone
Staff realise that a great part of whatever recognition
this book merits should go to the McGaughey Studio.
On the basis of satisfactory and efficient service, we
recommend this studio to future Milestone Staffs.
Application photographs from any negative m our












d III If . . .
Delights and Cnarms ucu in letter annuals, welcoming ucu
to the pages, giving distinction to uour book. And it tupities
the letter spirit ... a spirit or helpfulness and pleasure in
working with uou uear atter uear to produce better annuals.
GEO. G. FETTER COMPANf
INCORPORATED
410-414 W. Mai,, St. Louisville, Kentucky




On the following pages your names appear with little numbers after them, signify-
ing that your picture appears on this or that page. No attempt has been made to index





Barber, Bruce Wilson—Traveler's Rest
Barlow, Harold—Union 158
Barnes, Edwin W.—Richmond 149
Barnett, Nancy—Columbia 5 3
Barnhill, Mattie—Georgetown 63
Barrett, Monroe E.—Boonville
Naston, Ruby G.—Eubank 92
Bates, Georgia R.—Payne Gap
Bauer, Clifford—Covington 94






Bennett, Mary Elizabeth—La Grange 92
Bennett, William—Covington 7 1, 149
Bentle, Anna Mae—Falmouth 95





















Blevins, John—Mt. Pisgah 127
Bohn, Mary Agnes—Shelbyville 80, 137, 159
Bohn, Virginia Anne—Newport 67, 132, 14S
Bond, Clotille—Meta
Bond, Vida—Richmond 148
Bond, Floy Gale—Egypt 55
Bond, Zola—Egypt 47
Boneta, Dora—Puerto Rico 60, 108, 147
Bonny, Thomas—Richmond 149
Booker, Mary Lou—Lawrenceburg 136











Abrams, Mildred—Richmond 147, 153. 154
Adams, Bill—Richmond 153
Adams, Frazier—Jeremiah





Alcorn, Floura Mae—Sand Gap
Allen, Geraldine—Prestonsburg 73, 137. 147,
149
Allen, Grace Adams—Campton 137






Anderson, Betsy—Shawhan 43, 144, 157
Anderson, T. J.—Shawhan 90
Anthony, Helen—Nashville. Tenn. 98, 137
Applegate. Bonnie—Ashland 75
Arbuckle, Marshall—Richmond 87, 130, 131.
132
Arnett, Arvel—Foraker
Arnold, Elizabeth—Falmouth 90, 154
Arnold, Kathryn—Falmouth 87, 148
Arnold, Laura Rhinehart—Mackville 82
Arnold, Virginia Ruth—Dry Ridge 148
Arnold, Sara Elizabeth—Cynthiana 84
Arrasmith, Ewell R.—Bethel
Asbury, Fay—Kenvir 91, 144
Asbury, Lena—Windy
Asbury, Ova—Kenvir 54, 138, 141










Bailey, Nella—Salyersville 136, 138
Bailey, Ona Mae—London 51
Bailey, Willia—Burgin
Baird, Gertrude Mae—Corbin 74
Baker, Charlotte—Sandgap
Baker, Clarence—Holbrook 58
Baker, Oral—Spruce Pine, N. C. 50, 154
Baker, Tommy—West Irvine
Bales, Mayme F.—Corbin 141
Ballengee, Emma—Pans 85
Ballingal, Emma Elizabeth—Mt. Olivet 78,
145
Ballow, Sara Emma—Marsh's Landing














Brewer, Nicholas—Sturgeon 74, 155
Brewer, Stella Fay—Wooton
Brigman, W. W.—Fogertown 47, 155














Brown, Louise Young—Flemingsburg 40
Brown, Nancy Aline—Bon Jellico
Brown, Nelle—Pigeon Roost




Brumback, Charles—Tyner 48, 155, 158
Bryant, John Elbert—Whitley City
Bryant, Harry Thomas—Eminence 90, 144,
128
Buckley, Jane—Covington 84
Buckner, Lena Thurston—Sardis 94, 145
Burgess, Doris L.—Paint Lick
Burgess, Virginia—Beattyville 87




Burton, Elizabeth A.—Stacv Fork
Burton, Nell—Stacy Fork 53, 157
Burton, Nian Bernard—Harrodsburg
Busey, Eva Lena—Waddy 94, 136
Bush, Nena Gayle—Pleasureville 141
Byar, William D.—Lockland, Ohio 70, 121,
139, 151
Byrne, Orville—Dayton 94, 137, 148, 153
C
Caldwell, Ezra—Dry Ridge 128
Caldwell, James—Loyall 121, 129, 151
Camic, Julia—Bondville
Campbell, Charley Dee—Maysville 93, 145
Campbell, Daniel E.—Booneville
Campbell, Elizabeth—Stanford 83, 144, 159























Caywood, Gano—Versailles 63, 149, 157
Caywood, Logan R.—Nicholasville
Champion, Grace—Salvisa 45, 159
Childs, Russell—Falmouth 67, 71, 146, 154,
155
Chipman, Dorothy—Falmouth 97, 148, 154




Clark, Letha—Auxier 59, 141
Clark, Mary Francis—Lexington
Clark, Mary Lois—Richmond
Clark, Pauline—Danville 58, 141
Clark, Vernon—Mt. Vernon
Clifton, Anna Ruth—Oldtown
Clore, Harold Kelly—Burlington 7, 46, 117,
136, 137, 143, 147, 152, 154, 155, 157,
158
Cockrell, Mary Emily—Waco
Coconaugher, Frances—Danville 137, 138,
143^ 147, 155
Cole, Eugene—Heidelberg
Cole, Roy Lee—Lower Buffalo
Coley, Mildred Mae—Louisville 90, 148, 153
Collins, Basel—Harlan 151
Collins, Elizabeth—Richmond 64
Collins, James Richman—Maysville 145
Collins, Mary Ann—Richmond 70
Combs, Anna Laura—Oneida
Combs, Dovie—Portsmouth, Ohio 59
Combs, Ernest G.—Hazard
Combs, Haden—Ricetown 83
Combs, Ruth B.—Berea 54








Cook, Odclle—Winchester 79, 141
Cook, Sherman—Richmond
Cooksey, Olpha B.—Cornishville 78
Cooper, Clifford—Ansel









Cornn, Luther W.—Corbin 130, 132
Corum, Henry—Incline




Cotton, Joyce—Richmond 84, 141
Coughlin, Edith M.—Ashland 79
Courtney, Finella—Sadieville















Creech, Morris—Richmond 60, 152
Crews, Dorothy—Shelbyville 157
Crews, Georgetta—Lancaster




Culton, Elizabeth—Richmond 93, 151
Culton, Margaret—Richmond 148
Cummins, Jack—Pikeville 121, 13 2, 139, 151
Cunningham, Elmer—Switzer 58, 155
Curtis, Catherine—Mt. Sterling 96
D
Daily, Alleane—Mount Vernon 84
Dameron, Kathryn—Maysville 83
Dan. Carl—McRoberts 85










Davis, Leroy—Ezel 121, 130
Davis, Nella—Jellico







Dejarnette, Hattie—Richmond 56, 155
Delapp, Fred—Loyall
Delph. Martha—Botto




Denny, Dan—Richmond 79, 132
Denny, Eleanor—Richmond 56. 144, 147
Dickman, Robert—Covington 89, 91, 130,
132, 151
Dillon, Geraldine—Sardis 92, 145
Dixon, Riley—London
Doolin, Elizabeth—Lancaster





Dougherty, Ada—Falmouth 81, 15 3, 154
Douglas, Elmer—Aberdeen, S. D. 154
Downing. Edward—Corbin
Duckwall, Christine—Lynch 85, 136. 141
Dudderar, Mrs. Dovie Parrish—Richmond 64
Dunaway, Dorothy—Petersburg
Dunn, Harold—Cynthiana 149
Durham, Chester—Richmond 71, 136, 155,
158
Durr, G. W.—Harrodsburg 80. 136
Durrett, Jane—Russell 94
Eads, Mary Helen—Monticello 92
East, Evy Lee—Mill Springs 96
Edmunds, Agnes—Bristow 7, 75, 136. 137.
153
Edmunds, Evelyn—Bristow
Edwards, Anna—Corbin 141, 148
Edwards, Frank—Richmond
Edwards, Nancy—Richmond
Edwards, Steve—Richmond 130. 13 2
Eich, Lois Mae— Bcllevue 79. 117, 13 2, 148
Eicher. Edward—Ft. Thomas 79, 15 3
Elliott, Edith—Rice Station 63
Elliott, Evelyn—Rice Station 7 2




Estes, Delbert—Science Hill 84
Estes, Laverne—Eubank 94




















Fienstein, Milton—Corbin 7, 87, 139, 151
Fife, Paul—Richmond
Fitz, Dord—Richmond 7, 62
Flannery, Moss—Herd 44, 155, 158
Fletcher, Airhe—Berea 90









Fntts, Ray—Bon Jellico 127, 151
Frost, Graydon—Cow Creek
Fulkerson, Heman—Grayson 126, 130, 139,






Gantley, Olivette—Maysville 97, 145
Gardiner, Helen—Walton 45, 141, 159
Garrett, Norma—Richmond







Gibson, Feme—Booneville 52, 157
Gibson, Hugh—Richmond 48
Gilbert, John—Oneida 64, 136
Gilbert. Russell—Irvine 73
Gilbert, Teddy—Pineville 78, 149
Gilbert, William—Blackwater 149
Gilly, Joe—Harlan 48, 158
Goblc, Naomi—Prestonsburg 42, 143




Gould, Mary—Covington 47, 137, 157




Grant, William—Maysville 97, 145
Gray, Martha—Cynthiana 45, 138, 141
Green, Bessie—Booneville
Greenleaf, Ida—Richmond
Greenwell, Joseph—Shelbyville 82, 149
Greer, Lillian—Eubank 57, 138, 157
Gregory, Anna Lee—Dayhoit
Gregory, David—Sibert
Griffin, Agnes—Covington 5 2, 138
















Hancock, Mary Louise—Milton 92
Hanger, Betty— Richmond 41, 143, 155, 157
Haney, Mary Lucille—Lexington 137, 148
Hanshaw, Opal—Greenup 90, 105, 148
Hanshaw, William—Russell
Harmon, Shelby—Middlesboro 52, 155
Harris, Ernest—Union City
Harrison, Bernice— Locust Branch
Harrison, Lillian—Ravenna 87
Harrison, Minnie—Maysville 72, 145
Harrison, Ravenell—Vanceburg 90, 145
Harrod, Austin—Bagdad 54, 13 2, 157, 158
Hart, Henry C.—Bardstown
Hart, James—Bellevue 7, 68, 117, 147, 149
Hash, Jean—Pineville 68, 137
Hat field. Ellen—Richmond
Hastie, Ida May—Mount Sterling
Hatler, Harry—Hazard 41, 136, 144, 149
Hatton, Robert— Rensselaer, Indiana 121,
127
Hays, Anna Lee —Chilton
Hays, Nannie D.—Tyney
Hays, Pearl—Louisa 74. 144
Hcadlcy. Oswald—Newport








Hendren, Jane Olive—Kirksville 42, 148
Hennessey, James—Dayton 89, 130, 132
Henry, Walter—New Carlisle
Hensley, Edith—Sibert 136, 141, 147
Hensley, Harvey—Manchester




Hermann, Joyce—Newport 84, 147. 155
Herron, Mabel—Bradfordsville
Hesser, Edmond T.—Newport




Hignite, Don Louis—Richmond 55
Hill, Edna—Germantown 85
Hill, Ella—Berea





Hinkle, Woodrow—Paris 39, 44. 126, 129,
139, 151, 154
Hitch, Harry—Mount Olivet 145
Hoe, Mildred—Cumberland 141
Hogan, Samuel—Richmond
Hogg, Astor—May King 48, 155
Hogg, Morris—May King
Holcomb, Elva—Ulvah




Holt. Decima— Big Hill
Holton, Walter—Trinity 149
Hopkins, Daniel—Topmost











House, Douglas—Red House 83
Howard, Claude W.—Harlan
Howard, Estill—Wallins Creek





Howell, Helen—Ashland 55, 138, 143, 157
Howerton, Layton—Virgie 50, 154, 157
Hubbard, Ike—Blackwater
Hubbard, Margaret—Ashland 72, 106, 141
Hubbard, Nancy—Blackwater 141
Hubble, Faunice—Eubank 58, 137
Hubble, Louis—Kirksville
Huber, Thelma—Maysville 79
Huck, Raymond—Cold Springs 97
Huff, Garland— Hamilton 51, 155
Hughes, Elmo—Richmond
Hughes, Harold—Covington
Hughes, Henry—Richmond 49, 149






















Jasper, Mrs. Philip—Mintonville 46
Jayne, Carrie—Flat Gap 96
Jenkins, Anna—Million
Jenkins, Douglas—Million
Jenkins, Joe—Fullerton 121, 130, 139. 151
Jewell, Hugh—Mount Eden





























-Brooksville 44, 143, 144.













Kemp, Carl— St. Matthews
Kelly, Anna Ford—Wallins Creek 80
Kelly, Elizabeth—Prospect
Kelly, Margaret—Wallins Creek 85
Kelly, Virgie McKnight—Crystal






Kenney, Mary Elizabeth—Independence 91
Kidwell, Maryanna—Irvine
Killen, John—Richmond 139, 151
Kincaid, Grace—Richmond
Kinnard, J. M. Jr.—Berea
Kincer, Curtis—Brodhead 84
King, Lester—Whitley City 129
King, Nancy—Louisville 68
King, Overton—Clifton Forge, Va. 40,
130, 139, 151




















Lee, Henry—Campbellsburg 7, 45, 157
n e
Lee, Retha E.—McWhorter 79
Le Master, Edith—Riceville 52, 141
Lester, Virginia—Junction City 69, 132, 13S
Lewis, Charley—McWhorter 82




Limb, A. J.—Salt Lake City, Utah 64, 130,
139, 151
Linley, Emma—Cynthiana 141
Litsey, Dorothy Lucille—Springfield 74
Little, Frances—Newport 93, 106, 148
Little, Thomas—Paint Lick 56, 155, 157
Locknane, Harry—Covington
Lohn, Nancy—Crab Orchard 62, 143, 157,
159
Lominac, William—Ft. Thomas
Long, Clyde—Million 59, 15 7








Lucas, Hazel Marie—Primrose 86








Lyons, Sydney Crawford—Mt. Vernon
Mc
McCarthy, Albert Lee—Eminence
McCawley, Rose Michelle—Springfield 83




McConnell, J. Edgar—Forks of Elkhorn 69,
121, 130, 132, 139, 143, 151, 153










McGinnis. Paul Sanders— Louisvill
146, 153, 154





McKenney, George—Ft. Thomas 1 5 1
McLemore, Lelia—Ravenna 57
McMams, Allen—Carrollton 153, 155, 158
McMillon, Walter—Finchville 95
McMillan, William—Finchville 91, 12S
McNutt, Kathryn—Dover 145, 147, 157
McPherson, Jessie—Owenton 47
McQueen, Doris—Royrader 82
McWhorter, Virgil—Oakley 128, 13 2, 151
M











Margittay, Ann—Richmond 13 7, 141, 147,
154
Martin, Genevieve—London 80
Martin, George—Covington 39, 41, 158









Maurer, Ralph—Burlington 74, 152. 154,
157




Maydwell, Sara Louise—Eminence 97




Mays, Otis—Teague 57, 155
Meade, Chloe—McDowell
Meador, Jean—Louisville 96, 153
Mercer, Flora—Monticello
Merembloom, Priscilla—Corbin 141









Miracle, Katherine—Pineville 48, 141






Moore, Pauline—Cow Creek 53, 154, 157
Moore, Ruby Laura—Frankfort 78
Moore, William C—Endee 77, 131
Moore, W. E.—West Somerset 60
Moore, Mrs. W. J.—Richmond
Moore, William G.—Richmond 78
Moores, Jesse—Richmond 72




Moss, Leo—Richmond 51, 136, 137, 143,
144, 157, 159
n e
Mullikin, J. W„ Jr.—Ewing 86, 145
Muncy, E. H. Jr.—Richmond
Muncy, James H.—Berea 155, 157
Murphy, Clarence Scott—Richmond





Neal, Charles—Irvine 83, 154
Neale, James—Richmond 137, 144, 153
Ncale, Margaret—Richmond 42, 137




Ncwkirk, Edythe—Butler 7, 91
Nichols, Carrie—Somerset
Niebell, Pauline—Richmond






Noll, Woodrow—Crescene Springs 128
Northcutt, Marzella—Corinth 50, 138
Nunley, Glen—Ashland
Nunnelley, Lucile—Rustonville 83, 137
O
O'Donnell, William—Richmond 83
Odor, Mrs. Sarah—Wilhamstown 54
Ogden, Elisabeth—Carrollton 50, 147, 157
O'Mara, Marguerite—Mount Vernon
Osborne, Ann—Martin 96
Osborne, Wilma Sue—Williamstown 138
Owens, Chester—Brodhead 81, 149




Owens, Herschel—Maysville 72, 145
Padgett, Kate—Pans 41, 143
Paff, Fred—Henderson 70






Patrick, William—Paint Lick 81
Payne, Dorothy—Corbin 97, 148
Payne, Hazel—Bond



































Race, Leland—Mount Vernon 62
Rader, Carmen—Richmond
Rager, Pauline—Louisville 97
Ralston, Elizabeth— Paint Lick 68
Ramey, Earl—Smith
Ramsey. Bill—Richmond





Rankin, Jack—Mt. Olivet 145. 154
Rankin, Robert— Louisa 12S, 132
Ransdell, J. S.—Erlanger
Ratchffe. Anna Lee—Appalachia, Va.
Rawhngs, Garrard—Harlan 59
Reams, Anna Ruth—Langman





Reynolds, Elsie Marie—Tyner 44. 157
Reynolds, Evelyne Feme—Somerset
Rice, Odell—Livingston
Richardson, Arnold—Witt Springs 154
Richardson, Mildren—Science Hill 148






Roberts, Viola—Manchester 7 3





Robinson, John—Union 117, 139, 151
Robinson, Viola—Three Links 86
Rodgcrs, Clyde—Corbin
Rodgers, Jim—Covington 79, 130, 144
Rogers, Edythe—Loyall 93
Rogers, Lulu—Cob Hill
Rogers, Willie Eugenia—Paint Lick
Root, Cora—Garrard
Ross, Margaret— Ft. Thomas 70
h e














Salisbury, Durwood—Hunter 94, 153













Schindler, Juanita—Covington 85, 144, 159
Schorle, Helen D.—Newport 86, 144, 148
Scott, Johnnie—Hardy














Simmons, Calha—Lancer 8 2, 144
Sizemore, Ralph—Demossville
Slone, Frank—Inez 128, 129, 130. 132
Slone, Gardner—Hindman
Smallwood, Virgil—Waynesburg






Smith, Mary Lilyan—Irvine 71, 1 4S




























Stephens, Roxie—Whitley City 60


















Stewart, Nell—Straight Creek 49
Sturm, Betty—Bellevue 95, 13 2, 148




Swann, Estile—Corbin 73, 149
Swetman, Mildred—Blaine 46 153
Swintord, Paris—Berea
Syck, Bernice—Pikeville





Taylor, Virgil—Fort Thomas 95. 13 2, 149,
158
Taylor, Vivian—Fort Thomas 96, 132
Taylor, William—Richmond

























Todd, Kathleen—Paint Lick 94









Tudor, Verda Mae—Richmond 95
Turner, Lola Lee—Covington 144
Turner, Opal—Richmond
Turner, Pleas—Arnett 60, 155
Tussey, Gladys—Middlefork S3
Tuttle, Cecil—Richmond
















Ward, Carl—Exel 55. 149. 155. 158
Ward. Harold—Paint Lick 129
Ward, Ruth—Slemp
Warner, Charles—Covington 72, 130, 146,
153
Warren, Mrs. C. H.—Richmond
Warren, Etta—Flat Lick
Warren, Marie E.—Pulaski





Weaver, Mary L.—Louisville 43, 143
















Wilborn, Vera—Shelbyville 70. 136, 141
Wlcox, Frank—Newport 90, 149
Wilder, Joe—Paint Lick
Wilder, Lena—Paint Lick
Williams, Adnel—Shelbyville 69. 157






Williams, Vera—London 61, 155
Wilson, Goldie—Crab Orchard 58
Wilson, Hazel—Richmond
Wlson, Hosea—Traveller's Rest





















Wren, Lillie—Paint Lick 93







Young, Amnie—Hindman 8 2, 15 5
Young, Eloise—Lawrenceburg 50
Young, Jean—Dayton 7S
Zaring, Margaret S.—Richmond 71, 147
n e
_, / /// ta.il-: is dene, mil zona tins ceuseX, mil theme
j^-rns deed into mi eelie: it is fit
J lie 4pell slieutd rteiik e-r tins vjto-tteictea. dream,
^.llie tetcli sliutt he evluniiiislied wliieii lias lit
yvtii miduialit tamy— and wliat is writ, is wxit;
1 1 cutd it were wettliiet!
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